The last time a United States govemment agency tried io get American Indians to go back to SOVEREIGNTY was on January
17, 1975. This individual is a friend of the Ameńcan Indian. because (1) he laid out a presentation that would have wiped out his

jurisdiction, and (2) he did it in a manner where he could not be held for HIGH TREASON.
This Iegai phrase of Judge Urbom in the case (United States v Consoiidated Wounded Knee Cases; 389 F. Supp.235) was so
precise and exact to common International Law which gave the ven] basics to Tribal Custom and Usage, by giving in fuit details
(in International language) a Tribal Government that was Sovereign. lf one was a member of this exact tribal government, was
one who enjoyed Sovereignty.
I don‘t believe anyone has ever given the full spectrum to SOVEREIGNTY in only 12 words before. This one iegat phrase, made
ali the ñled by Attomeys for the indian defendants, nothing but wasted paper.
Judge URBOM's phrase is highiytechnica! so one must fînd ànother easy way to explain SOVEREIGNTY.
The oniy alternative left, would be to try and explain the 12 word legal phrase of .JUDGE URBOM which will be done in a
common everyday usage. This, we would call, The international Language. Let us use those words commoniy used by Indians
on SOVEREIGNTY.
WORDS HAVE A MEANING
Since the Middle 1970's„ Attomeys for Reservations have been giving Legal words to tribal leaders that have a'great deal of
influence and decision making power for Indians in an alleged tribe. 43 U.S.C. 1460, 1461, 1464 does not permit these same
attomeys to give the correct legal meanings of these words because it would BE F’RE_JLIDiClAL TO THE INTERESTS OF
THE UNITED STATES. When Military Soldiers give their ailegiance to protect the Country against Enernys Abroad and here,
as an American Indian, you are that enemy here. Here is a ofthe most common words in a tribal _ leader‘s Vocabuíanjt

